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P R O P O S A L  



The Clearwater Bay Yacht Club has , for fifteen 

years, been the center of sailing and water sports on 

Clearwater Bay, Lake-of-the-Woods, Ontario, Canada. 

Although the club is very young and has as its 

theme } TT family fun TT, the members feel that supervised 

yachting, with its controls % assures safer yachting and 

provides for continued growth. The club's executive committee 

has decided to incoporate the club and investigate plans for 

a clubhouse and boat handling facilities that would best suit 

the needs of the members. 

It is my intention to investigate the needs of the 

club and present the findings of my reseach in this document 

and subsequently a design solution*, 
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GENERAL 

Because yacht clubs and the sport of sailing 
s 

might be new to some people , it might be well to discuss in 

general terms , yachting and yacht clubs. 

In general, yacht clubs are for the use and en

joyment of the members, There are certain facilities that 

a club can offer to non-members and guests. The whole app

roach to boating may be changed if the present trend in 

marina development continues. Although the specific yacht 

club in question is on a very small scale, there are millions 

of dollars being invested in projects from coast to coast 

that offer not only necessary facilities for boating, but 

also provide a complete social and recreational background for 

family living. The marine service station and fitting out 

place is taking on all the attributes of a luxurious country club, 

and the impact on boating will be far reaching. 



The only motivation for sailing craft is the natural wind 

and it has been man's ingenuity that has enabled him to harness 

the winds energy so that it would propel his craft in the direction 

of his choosing. This basic truth of yachting must be considered 

organic if anything that has to do with the natural elements 

is considered organic. I believe that the light , bird like 

quality of sailing could provide a great inspiration for the 

design of a yacht club.As to the design of a yacht club on the 

human level, we must endeavour to discover who is the small 

class boat owner. The class-boat skipper for instance has his 

boat finely tuned, makes the most of his starts in a race and 

knows his competition. He is a student of tactics and his enthusium 

is boiyiless. The man for whom this club is to be designed is out 

every Saturday and Sunday battling to represent his fleet in 

District and National Championships» 

This is a specialized and highly rewarding type of 

boating that finds its adherents at an early age and holds on 

to them forever. 



Although small boat sailing is not a particularly pop

ular spectator sport , it is nevertheless , a very intense 

activity that requires the full attention and energies of 

those who participate in it. 

Types of Boats 

For many years the simplest and most common sail

boat that was used intand around yacht clubs was the cat-

rigged dinghy. This boat was of about 12 to 14 feet in length, 

installed with a centerboard. A centerboard is a flat plane 

of wood or metal that is hinged and dropped from the center 

of the boat. The next larger type of boat is the TvT bottom 

sloop rigged , centerboard dinghy. This boat type has all but 

completely replaced the cat rigged boat. 

The class used on Clearwater bay is of this latter 

type called TLightingT. This boat is 19 feet long and must be 

considered a family boat as it can accomodate up to 6 people. 



The typical outboard runabout is used extensively 

on inland lakes and would be very much in evidence at the Clear 

water Bay Yacht Club. 

As not all the members of a yacht club can participat 

in club events at the same time, there would be a large number 

of very concerned and interested spectators. The Yacht Club 

in its true form, while being the mother of intense competition 

must at the same time, be a plaice of family relaxation. The 

major object of organized boating is social in nature^and the 

club buildings should reflect this fFiendly atmosphere. 
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CONDITIONS CREATING A NEED 

At the present time, the Clearwater Bay Yacht 

Club holds its meetings at the homes of individual members 

and each member has what boat facilities he can afford. 

If there were an adequate and supervised facility for yacht

ing in the area, the interested cottage owners could obtain 

the benefit of the installation on a co-operative basis. 

At many club functions, there is extreme difficulty 

in assembling the many boats and related equipment close to 

the meeting place of the yachtsmen while ashore. General 

meetings, briefing sessions and social functions are held 

for the most part outdoors and are therefor subject to 

inclimate weather. ( see fig. 2 ) 

Sailboat racing requires strict controls con

cerning the weight of the hulls. Because single installations 

of this nature are expensive and often dangerous to boat ana 

crew(it is most desirable to incorporate in the design of 

a yacht club, adequate haul-out facilities to allow for Tdry-

sailingT of the boats , 



FIGURE t -DANGEROUS mixing of 
outboards in sailing 
areas 

FIGURE 2- Inadequate facilities 
for club functions 



In addition to the members that are activly engaged 

in club boating functions, such as regattas, there are many 

people who are ardent spectator fans of the sport. It is 

therefor essential that an observation platform with a 

good view of the lake be an intregal part of the design. 

During the larger regattas of late, the overanxious spec

tators have followed the events in power boats and have 

come close to disrupting the contests . With power and 
m 

sail facilities craned together,as at the present time, 

there is great danger to life and property with the 

uncontrolled manoeuvres of fast power boats.(see fig. 1) 

There is also the member family which own only 

a power boat, but which have great need of berthing facilities. 

These facilities would allow going to the club for functions 

and also provide a safe storage place for their boats 

while the family is absent. 



There are many families that have little to do 

with boat in the sense of participat ing, but who are 

interested in a community organization such as this 

yacht club would provide. Included in the yacht club would 

be facilities for the entertainment of guests. At the 

present time the closest restaurant is ten miles away 

with poor facilities and very high prices. There are many 

times that guest sleeping and dining facilities are 

needed. These conditions arise when the club is host 
i 

for large regattas that include many clubs that are 

located very far from Clearwater bay. The crowded con

ditions that result at these times make the dock area 

dangerous for people and boats. ( see fig. 3 ) 

The Clearwater Bay Yacht Club has , in a very 

short time,become one of the most respected yacht clubs 

of its kind in central Canada. The Fleet which started with 

a 12 foot dinghy and a sailing canoe has, since 1947, 



FIGURE 3r. Dangerous confusion around 'docks 



become one of the largest fleets of T Lighting T class 

sailboats in North America. ( see fig. 4 ) 

Growing pains and large investments in individual 

boats have held back previous thoughts of building the 

club a permanent home. In the last few years, however, 

the club has stabalized and is now ready to invest in 

permanent facilities for its members and their boats. 
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LOCAL CONDITIONS 

Geographical 

The site for this yacht club lies in the TPre-

Cambrian Shield T area of the North American continent. 

This area, which covers about sixty-five per 'cent of 

Canada, is a vast wasteland of rock, lakes, swamp 

and dense bush. The Lake-of-the-Woods lies entirely 

in the rugged beauty of this region which forms a 

large *Ur shaped collar around HudsonTs Bay. ( see fig 5) 

In the east, the Pre- Cambrian Shield reaches 

down into western Quebec and eastern Ontario, so that 

there is a difficult barrier between those two provinces, 

and it forms another barrier between Ontario and the 

prairie provinces. The Great Lakes, Lake-of-the-Woods, 

Lakes Winnipeg, Athabaska, Great Slave and Great bear lie 

2 
alone its southern rim. 



MAP OF CAN-ADA not to scale 
Shaded area+ = The ' Pre- Cambrian Shield 1 

FIGURE # 5 



Clearwater Bay is one very small -part of the northern section 

of Lake-of-the-Woods. The lake itself has been carved out by 

the action of the glaciers and it is surrounded with rich 

forests of evergreen, poplar and birch. ( see fig. 6) 

Historic, Economic and Social 

Originally this area was settled by miners, trappers, 

prospectors and railroad workers and was famous for being 

a rough and ready place. Even today it is mainly a rural 

community with small , scattered farms in the clearings and 

commercial fishing establishments on the lake. The center 

of population on the lake is the city of Kenora. This community 

has a population of about 11,000 people and has a major industry 

of tourism. The site location for this yacht club is approximately 

ten miles due west of Kenora. 

The great majority of the vacation home owners on 

Clearwater Bay are from the city of Winnipeg, Manitoba, about 

125 miles west . Winnipeg is the largest city of the prairie 

provinces with a population of 4$5>000 people and it is the 

center of commerce in central Canada. ( see fig. 7) 



6- Typical scenes of rocks and trees on site FIGURE 
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In about 1925, some wealthy industrialists from Winnipeg 

started the trend of building vacation homes on Lake-of-the- Woods 

with the first area of settlement being the immediate environs 

of Kenora. This area was soon built up and after the war in about 

1945,  there was a new movement of vacationers from Winnipeg to 

the Clearwater Bay area. This area proved to be the finest area 

in central Canada for summer homes because of its location 

r 
and suitable water temperatues and currents and because of 

the lack of heavy industry such as logging. Even though the 

logging traffic is not that great, wherever there are pulp and 
a 

paper mills and logging of any kind there is>large leach 

population in the water. This condition makes the water less 

desirable for swimming and water sports. 

With the healthy clear water of Clearwater Bay and 

the magnificent ruggedness of the bush country all around, it 

is not surprising that boating fast became the number one 

vacation pastime on the bay. 



Climatic 

The temperature in the Clearwater Bay area ranges 

from ninety above zero to fourty below. In the summer months, 

the average temperatue is 62.5 degrees and the average precipitation 

3 is 2.3$ inches. In these summer months , the Yacht Club 

would get the most use. The off season, which extends from 

October until the end of Kay, is also a popular time for the 

home owners as it is a time of quiet solitude and a time for 

getting much indoor work done on their camps. 

Most of the vacation home owners use their camps 

every month of the year as the roads are generally plowed 

and with the lasting snow and sloping terrain the area 

lends itself to winter sports of all kinds. The people 

who come here for winter weekends can participate in 

cross-country skiing, snow-shoeing, ice skating, ice boating 

and hunting. The lake freezes over for about five and a half 

months every year. 

3. Government of Canada-Canada Yearbook -1960 24 
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SITE CONSIDERATIONS 

Orientation 

The site consists of approximately ten acres of land 

located on the north shore of Clearwater Bay , Lake of the 

Woods, Ontario. ( see fig. 6) 

The site faces south and south west over the lake, 

with heavy bush country to the north and north east0 The 

topography of the site Is typically Pre- Cambrian . The property 

around the lake is owned by vacationers and the Crown. ( see 

fig. 9) The shore line on .this property is rugged and jagged, 

with the ground sloping to the waters edge very quickly. There 

is very little shallow water along the shore line with the 

rock bottom falling steeply away to a maximum depth of about 250 

feet.( see fig. 10) 
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Ariel view of view 



Topography and Vegetation 

The site has many and varied depressions in the 

granite and shale surface, and has a minimum of soil. The 

soil im these depressions is not very suitable for planting 

such as flowers and decrorative shubbery. However there is 

plentiful natural vegitation.The highest point on the site 

is approximately ninety feet above high water mark of the lake.• 

The high water mark varies between two and three feet over the 

period of one year.( see fig. 11 ) 

The vegitation in this area is a random mixture of: 

evergreen trees, birch, poplar and low trees of many varieties. 

There are also various species of ground shrubs and grasses. 

An abundance of wild flowers exist, in a background of rich 

forest (^Lors. 



Zoning regulations 

x There are no restrictive zoning regulations regarding 

the types of buildings in this area. In past years, the assoc

iation of campers have blocked attempts of commercial enter

prises to establish public areas of recreation. There are a 

small number of small government operated public area^and 

boat landing docks. Although there are some older sub-standard 

e 
buildings in the area there is now an attempt at enforcement 

of national building codes. 

Soil Analysis 

There would be no effect of soil variables in this 

project as the exposed rock in actually bedrock and where it do 

not show it can be reached with drilling not more than two 

or three feet at a maximum. 

t 

Prevailing Winds 

The wind direction varies to all the points of 

the compass depending upon the season. During the summer 

season , in fair weather, the winds are generally from west 



to south. Velocities in fair weather vary from negligafrle 

to twenty-five miles per hour. One of the interesting attrac

tions of interlake sailing is the changeable and fitful 

winds that are encountered while sailing. Because of the 

summer season prevailing winds, the site selected lends itself 

very well to the sailing activities of the club. 

Immediate and distant views 

From the top of the highest ridge on the site , one 

can look west down eight miles of open lake, (see fig.12) 

and south across one-half mile of water . ( see fig. 13) 

Looking south-e^st one'can see across two and one-half miles 

of water and looking north, one can see thick forest.(see fig. 1 

Utilities 

The only available utility that is presently used 

as a public service is electric power. Some campers in the 

area have gone to the expense of installing their own power 

plants as well as septic tank sewage systems and co-operative 



v; 
MuSJL*' Figure 12 View looking west 

Figure 13- View, looking south Figure 14 View looking S-E. 



garbage collection,systems; 

There is no problem with the amount of power that could 

be supplied to such an installation as this yacht club,as 

there would be custom designed pole service direct from the main 

power line in the area. The power supplied would be of the 

standard 220 volt output. 

Traffic 

The number one , Trans-Canada Highway runs east and 

west and is situated about one mile north of the site. ( see 

fig. 9 ) There is a secondary gravel road from the highway 

into the area of the site which connects with a private old 

road that leads to the top of the main hill on the site. This 

private road , at the present time is in rather poor condition 

and is only one lane. This road will have to be improved and 

widened. There will not be much fill and expensive construction 

reqired on this road as it mainly on exposed bed-rock now. 

The secondary road is kept open during the winter months because 

of the year-around residents in the area. 34 
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FUNCTION of the BUILDINGS and EQUIPMENT 

General 

The function of the buildings and the boat handling 

facilities on the site is to provide a head-quarters for the 

Clearwater Bay Yacht Club. 

As stated previously, the building program must provide 

the following listed boat facilities as well as a structure 

for the clubhouse. These facilities to be provided, have been 

outlined as necessary by the building committee of the club 

in interviews which are summarised in the appendix of this 

document. The following program for this project will be 

broken down into two categories. These are ; 

1 . Boat Handling Facilities 

2. Clubhouse Facilities 

With the limited budget involved, there must be a 

4 
simple and flexible layout of spaces and equipment. 

Number of people to be serviced 

The club has the following types and numbers of 



of members. 

Regular members 

Junior members 

Associate members 

V,1'inter memberships 

Life members,-J 

Total 

190 - resident sailing members 

60 - resident or non-resident 
members under 16 years. 

50 - non- resident sailing members 
or any non-resident members. 

50 - resident or non-resident 
members who use fac

ilities during off- season 

30 - resident or non- resident 
original members 

3^0 members 

There is no large increase in membership expected in 

the maafche future as there is little if any undeveloped land 

on the mainland and in the event that the outlying islands 

are developed there will be an expansion of the facilities 

when it can be financed and maintained. 



FLOW DIAGRAM OF SITE ORGANIZATION 
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FIGURE 15 



FLOW DIAGRAM OF CLUBHOUSE 
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AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Function 

The aesthetics of this yacht club should express the 

character and activities of the members. Aesthetic considera

tions should be guided by the fact that this /is a co-operative 

endeavour, undertaken by many families and will serve many 

age groups. 

Open planned space is essential in the clubhouse 

building as the spaces are multi-purpose and there is very 

little specialization of function. A single form for the club

house facilities would be justified because of the general func

tion involved and because of the limited budget. As the club

house will be the central point of interest in all club events 

and a very imposing form on the lakeshore, tttere should be 

obtained in the design a transition from the lake to the in

terior of the building. The people inside the building should 

be very conscious of the lake and should have a clear view of 

it wherever possible. The natural beauty of the area is the main 

that so many people have made it their vacation home. For this rea

son, the natural surroundings should be made a part of the int- ^ 

erior space. 



Unity 

The area for which this yacht club is to be designed 

has a very distinctive and natural flavour. It is a rough country 

with great beauty inherent in the startling rock formations 

and colorful vegetation. Any structure placed in this area, must 

above all, compliment the surroundings and sustain the natural 

beauty. To compliment the site the buiding& forms must stand out 

cl 
in contest to the natural rustic forms or they must blend with 

the strong assymetry of nature and in either case, they must 

enhance the beauty of the site and not appear to be forced. 

At this early date and without serious consideration of the 

design, it is my opinion that the latter approach is the better 

one. 

Materials 

Indigenous materials must be used wherever possible because 

of their availability and popularity with the members. From the 

standpoint of aesthetics, indigenous materials would be the 

logical choice. Because of the great demand for materials which 



require minimum maintenance, there must be a union of natural 

and synthetic materials. 

Form 

Because this is a private investment and must serve 

the needs of many people with various aesthetic education and 

experience, the form must be inoffensive, convincing and lasting 

expression. The ultra-contemporary approach would be as out of 

place in this area as would the ultra-traditional. There will 

be no room for Tf gimick TT architecture, either in the budget 

or the minds of the building committee members. The design, 

very generally, should have a conterrjprary flair with the theme 

of quiet good taste. 

The clubhouse building and adjacent facilities will 

be the symbol on land of the graceful and clean-lined racing 

sailboats on the water. The design is to give a focal point 

for club operations and provide for a congenial atmosphere 

for club members while engaged in their vacation pastime of 

yachting. 
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

General 
i 

The estimated intial budget has been compiled by the 
A 

club committee, as well as an estimate of operating expenses. 

I will follow a statemen^of this budget with a preliminary 

estimated apportionment of funds with regard to the required 

facilities. 

Initial Financing ^ 

30 life memberships @ $ 1,500, $ 45>000, 

190 regular shares @ $ 250. $ 47»500» 

Total $ 92,500o 

Objective of separate building campaign 
( donations and special events) $ 1 7» 500. 

Total $110,000o 

Long term borrowing by mortgage on property $ 509000. 

Total $ 160,000. 

1. From a letter from G. Aitken- Feb. 5» 1963 



Annual Income 

Scale of Dues 

$ 
190 regular members @ 75.00 

$ 
60 junior members @ 10.00 

50 associate members @ 25.00 

50 winter memberships © $ 25.00 

Total 

Estimated income from concessions(net) 

Total 

$ 14,250. 

$ 600 0 

$ 1,250. 

$ 1,250. 

$ 17,350.00 

1,800. 

$  1 9 , 1 5 0 .  

Fixed Charges 

Mortgage interest © 7 

Principal repayment ( per annum ) 

Fire Insurance 

Maintenance ( per annum ) 
Total 

3 3,5000 

$ 2,000c  

$ 750. 

$ 1 ,500. 
$ 7,750. 

* 7 % on $ 50,000 the first year, reducing each year as principal 
is paid down. 



Preliminary Estimate'of Costs 

Property cost $ 7,000. 

Site improvement $ 9,000. 

Clubhouse $ 103,000. 

estimated area 4200 sq.ft. 
@ 16 dollars per sq. ft. 
equals'^67,O>00. Furnishings 
and equipment would be 
financed with remaining 
funds. 

Docks $ 17,500. 

Boathouse $ •
 

o
 

o
 

iT
N C\ 

Special Construction 

Engine sh>p $ •
 

o
 

o
 

tr
\ 

Crane & tower $ 1,000. 

Trailer ramp $ 1,500o 

Fitting out area $ 2,000 o 

Marine railway $ 3,000. 

Officials platform $ •
 

o
 
o
 
o
 

Architects Fee @ 6 % plus 
contingencies $ 10,000. 

Total $160,000. 
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PROGRAM 

BOAT HANDLING FACILITIES 

1o Alongside sailboat docking facility 

function - For securing sailing craft from 14 to 20 feet long 
beside a two-way catwalk which is linked to the 
shore and the fitting out area. 

equipment- Haul-out gear installed on 40 of the berths. 
Securing rings and boat bumpers on all berths. 

no. required- 40 

2o Alongside power boat docking facility 

function - For securing power boats uf 14 to 20 feet in length 
adjacent to a two-way catwalk. Ten of these berths 
should be wide enough and strong enough to handle 
power craft over 20 feet. This power-craft dock
ing facility must be separated from the sailboat 

equipment - area. Of the total 30 berths, $ should be equipped 
with haul out gear. These 8 would be in the 14 to20 
foot size. 

no. required - 30 

3. Buoy berthing locations 

function - For securing larger sail or power-craft of over 
twenty-five feet in length, during events which 
require more room for the smaller craft or for 
long term,low rate berthing. This area should be /, 
clear of the power and sail areas but should be 
protected from the wind and waves as much as possible. ^ 

equipment -Floating mooring buoys, anchored to bottom with securing 
gear installed. .To be of such capacity to handle 5-ton boats. 



4. Marine Railway 

function - To transport boats of any size up to four-tons 
in and out of the water, for winter storage and 
repair0 This should be near the fitting-out area 
and adjacent to the trailer ramp. 

equipment- This installation must include; -parallel"rails of 3teel, 
level carriage mounted on a cart with steel self-
adjusting wheels, power winch, cable and boat storage 
facility adjacent. There must be included a method 

J of horizontally transporting the smaller, 'Lighting' 
class sailboats from the top of the marine railway 
to the boathouse and any other boat shelters that 
are required for winter storage. 

5. Fittirig-OutArea 

function - This should be a deck area , which is adjacent to 
the sailboat docks and the boat house. This deck should 
be approximately 1500 sq. ft. and should be approximately 
one-third covered. This area will be used for assembl^y 
of gear and for general work in and around the boats. 

equipment -Roof protection over one-third of the deck area. 
No walls are necessary. 

6. Boat House 

function <- This equipment and boat storage utility building 
will also at time be used as a bunk house when there 
is an overflow of visitors. It should be adjacent 
to the docks and fitting out area and marine rail
way. There should be approximately 1500 sq. ft. 

equipments This building should be equipped with toilet facilities 
for men and women. There should be gear lockers and 
sail drying racks. 

5. Bavier, R.N. Jr.- Sailing to Win- ̂ ew 1947 



7oEngine Repair Shop 

function - This should be a building of approximately $00 
square feet and it will be used for outboard and in 
board engine storage and repair. It should be ad
jacent to the power boat docks. 

equipment- This installation should have vertical ana hor
izontal egine transportation system, work benches 
and tool lockers. 

8. Mast Stepping Crane and Tower 

function - This installation should be directly adjacent to 
the fitting-out area and sailboat docks. The crane 
is to be a simple affair with a main boom approximately 
thirty feet high and a capacity of thirty five foot 
masts. The tower should have about three levels at 
five, fifteen, and twenty-five feeto Tt should be 
equipped with ladders and should be able to handle 
two-way traffie , up and down. 

equipment- There should be installed; hand rails , securing rings, 
and equipment lockers. 

9o Trailer Ramp 

function - A sloped, non-skid ramp leading into the water from 
which boats can be loaded onto trailers or launched 
from them. It should be able to handle three trailers 
at one time. 

equipment There is no special equipment needed on this ramp 
except a non- skid surface. 

10. Starters Platform 

function - This is to be a small covered platform that is within 
view of the sailing area. It should be eqipped with 
a writing surface and starting cannon. 



CLUBHOUSE FACILITIES 

1. Main Lobby 

function - To be used as a general meeting room, lounge, and 
for social activities such as;dances, parties, and 
large club dinners0 

equipment- approximately 35 occasional chairs, 150 stacking chairs 
6 to 8 coffee tables, magazine racks, 25 folding tables 
and movable partitions to general purpose rooms. 

finish - natural in appearance, simple and durable 
capacity - approximately 150 people, seated and standing. 

20 Dining Room 

function -To be used for conferences, private parties and gen
eral activies that require food service. 
This space would not be capable of serving a full 
restaurant menu#' but would serve selected short orders 
and drinks. It should be adjacent to the main lobby 
but separated from it. 

equipment- eight four -place tables with chairs. General food 
serving tables and a counter serving 15 people. 
Standard restaurant back-bar equipment. 

finish - natural in appearance, simple and durable with better 
quality highlights. 

capacity - Approximately 47 people 



3. Kitchen 

function - To be a food preparation room to supply the 
dining. 

equipment- Adequate food preparation equipment as well as 
food storage coolers and some ready-use dry food 
storage equipment. 

finish - Sanitary, simple and durable 
capacity - two cooks as standard personnal but enough room 

for two additional workers for special events 

4. Beverage Room 

function - To be a somewhat secluded room for the consumption 4 
of alcoholic drinks and general relaxation. 

equipment- six , four place tables, four , two place tables, 
standard type bar with six stools and drink mixing 
equipment behind 

finish - natural appearing , good qualitiy materials 
capacity - thirty-eight people 

5. General Meeting Rooms (2) 

function - To be used for general meetings or private parties 
and should be possible to open up to main lobby, 
with the use of movable partitions. 

equipment- fifteen occasional chairs, four coffee tables, 
ten conference chairs around large general purpose 
table - This equipment should be in each of the two 
general purpose rooms. 

finish - natural appearing, simple , durable and with good 
qualify highlights. 



6. Office 

function - This will be the administrative office of the 
club, used for small meetings, document storage 
and the office of the commadore. 

equipment- Occasional chairs for three people, executive chair, 
desk, filing cabinets, bookcaseand safe. 

finish - Good quality, natural materials and furniture. 
capacity - Five people - approximately 175 sq. ft0 

7. Storage Room ' 

function - general storage and utility room 
equipment- tool storage cabinets, utility sink and 

stacking chairs. 
finish - simple and durable 
capacity - enough room for all the stacking chairs and 

janitor equipment -approximately 325 sq. ft. 

Mechanical 

function - to house the heating equipment and tool storage 
equipment- the adequate heating equipment , misc. tools, 

water service and power service meters 
finish - rough exposed coi^struction 
capacity - sufficient for eqipment and two men working 

on it - approximately 250 sq. ft. 

9. Kitchen and Beverage Room Storage 

function - to store equipment and food stuffs until used 
to serve as a staff lounge when needed 



equipment 
f inish 
Capacity 

- storage shelves, small table and four chairs 
- simple and durable 
- approximately 120 sq. ft. 

1J. Members Locker Room 

function - To be used for changing and clothes storage 
for members with toilets facilities included. 

equipment- lockers, benches, hanging racks and toilet-shower 
facilities 

finish - water-repellant, simple and durable 
gapacity - approximately 400 sq. ft. divided into two sections 

for men and women 

11. Guest Quarters ( three double units ) 

function - To provide minimal accomodation for 6 to 10 
people. These units would be rented by the club 
and would be adjacent to the main lobby. 

equipment- Twin beds, roll-away cot, small desk, small wardrobe 
and minimum toilet and shower equipment. 

finish - Simple and durable 
Capacity - two to three people- approximately 110 to 150 sq. ft. 

12. Observation Deck 

Function - To be an open deck area on the lake side of the 
building with a good view of the lake. 

equipment- twenty to thirty deck chairs, hand rail 
finish - simple and durable 
Capacity - seventy to one hundred people- approximately 500 sq.fto 

5t 



A P P E N D I X  



INTERVIEW 

Mr. Elswood Bole 500 S. Drive Wnnipeg Manitoba Canada 
August 22, 1962 

There should be a separation of power and sail boats. 

The docking facilities should be of permanent design 

requiring as little maintainance as possible. 

There should be designed within close proximity 
VV It • 

to the clubhouse, suitable on land boat storage . 

Involved with the boat handling equipment , there should 

be a marine railway, mast handling devices, dry docks 

and sail lofts. 

There should be a road approach to the boat area 

for loading, of boats from trailers. 

The officialTs platform should be constructed 

within viewing distance of the starting point. There should 

also be a flag pole and pennant display area near this plat

form . 



Interview 

Mr. George Currie, 1190 Waverley St. , Wnnipeg, Canada 
August 1o , 1962 

There is a large community of campers on Clearwater pay 

and a very active sailing club. At the present time there 

are no facilities for the members or their boats. 
# 

The requirements of a yacht club should be considere 

in two sections. 
1. The boat facilities 
2. The Club-house facilities 

Boat Facilities: 
1. Adequate area for preparation of club events. 
2. Swimming facilities 
3. Dry dock and hauling out facilities for boats to 25 feet 

in length. 

The club-house" 
1. Open floor arfeci, for general club functions. 
2. Kitchen facilities and dining room 
3. Adequate water supply system and sewage disposal 
4. Adequate office space and storage areas 
5. Sleeping accomodations for visitors 
6. Obsrvation deck 

There shoud be an informal and family-type layout 

of the facilities and there should be a conservation of 

space with the use of multipurpose rooms. 



Lavatory, locker and changing room facilities 

6. The design should be functional and flexibility of the 

interior space is of importance because of the limited budget. 



INTERVIEW 

Mr. George Aitken 33 Kenndy St. Winnipeg 1, Manitoba Canada 
August 20 , 1962 

The order of importance of the facilities that 

should be provided would be: 

1. Boat handling facilities 
2. Racing facilities 
3. Social facilities 

Boat Handling Facilities: 

1. Marine railway for capacity of three tons 

2. Gas and oil supplies at dockside 

3. Mast stepping crane 

4. Engine removal and horizontal moving device 

5. Boat trailer ramp 

6. Machine shop 

7. Proper layout of courses within view of the clubhouse 

Club-house facilities: 

1. Close auto access to club-house 

2. Large area for meetings , dancing and lounge 

3. Dining room and Beverage room 

4. Kitchen facilities 



Ther should be a clubhouse with a multipurpose 

layout of space. Included should be a general room with 

a good view of the lake. 

A dining room is essential also with a view of the lake 

and also a bar. There should be at least two utility rooms 

that can be used for meetings and private parties. 

The necessary storage rooms along with locker and 

shower rooms are essential. These areas can be used for winter 

storage of sails and equipment. 

An observation deck should be included along with 

guest accomodations. A family and informal atmosphere should 

prevail throughout with much use of natural materials. A large 

fireplace would be a good feature for the post race meetings. 



INTERVIEW 

Mr. Keith Campbell, 107 Girton Blvd. Winnipeg,Canada 
August 9y 1962 

Summary' 

There should be adequate docking facilities for 

sailboats and powerboats. These facilities would include 

dry-docks, repair areas, sail lofts and engine storage. 

There should be adequate space for the social activ

ities of the club members and guests. Included in these areas 

would be: Dining areas, lounging areas, lockers and storage 

for equipment during the off season and adequate observation 

space. 

^'There should be separate facilities for the power 

boats and the sailing craft. 

There should be included in the club-house, sufficient space 

for the administration offices with an accent on flexibility. 

The materials used in the facility should require a 



minimum of maintainance and upkeep. 

To the present time there are few if any adequate 

facilities for the successful operation of our yacht club. 
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